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Ver tex St ylus 
Monitoring System

Control and consistency is something electromechanical engraving provides with 

digital accuracy, but what if your stylus angle changes? Increase the repeatability and 

consistency of your engraving by tracking your stylus. The Vertex Stylus Monitoring 

system provides a simple and fast way to monitor the stylus angle, and bring a new 

level of uniformity to your engraved cylinders. 

The Vertex Stylus Monitoring system, or VSM, uses a total system approach to 

maintaining cell volume, a key element to repeatability of cylinders. Highlight and mid-

tone cells are easily affected by stylus wear, which varies the cell volume. Focusing on 

the cell volume, and not just cell size, leads to consistent first-time or repeat cylinders.

The process starts at the VSM microscope where stylus angle is measured and 

recorded against the stylus serial number. The microscope takes advantage of the 

cartridge stylus design; you can measure and record multiple styli quickly and easily. 

This data is stored in a central library where Prism and Spectrum engravers can retrieve 

the common data. This means a stylus is available to any machine.  

With a stylus selected at the engraver, the cell volume is determined through the 

knowledge of the actual stylus angle, and cell specifications and profile. This volume 

is compared with that of a new stylus. The VISTA system uses this data, making 

adjustments to the cell setup to compensate and maintain cell volume. This provides 

consistent printing results in the highlight and mid-tone ranges where stylus wear has 

the biggest influence.  
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VERTEX
STYLUS MONITORING

The entire Vertex Stylus Monitoring system consists of three primary items:

 � The Vertex microscope - Designed for measuring the cartridge stylus used with 

VISION 3 engrave heads.

 � A Windows-based computer with VSM software - For measuring and storing the 

stylus information. 

 � Embedded engraver software with a new VISTA algorithm to calculate cell 

volume.

The stylus table available on the 

engraver lists the measured stylus 

angle, serial number, and the 

engraving time for the stylus. The 

color code identifying the stylus angle 

is also shown for easy grouping. 

An image of the stylus from the 

last measurement is also stored 

for viewing at either the PC or the 

engraver. 
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